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During the past 2 1/2 years of daily use the On-Line! Detective has saved me on numerous occasions. The
repair flow chart is a key feature that I rely on to make me more effective. I recently used the Detective to
troubleshoot an Ultra 2 in under 5 minutes. Without the Detective I am sure it would have taken most of an
hour.
The exhaustive descriptions and interactive pictures help keep our inventory and uniform, it just takes a
click of the mouse to see a list of parts that compliment each machine. The Detective is a must!
Tyler Hile
Senior Technician
Paladian Technologies

The On-Line! Detective continues to impress me with each new release. It is the only technically rich
resource that is in existence today. With the disappearance of the FE Handbooks and the push by Sun to
highlight only the bleeding edge products, the Detective is my sales Bible!
In the morning I turn on my email and then the Detective. At Paladian we offer warranties on our products
and free technical support for life to our end users…the hidden secret is that I use the On-Line! Detective to
provide this technical support that our customers have come to depend upon us for.
Senior Consultant
Kevin Dawley
Paladian Technologies

When I first started working at Paladian Technology I couldn't troubleshoot a PC. Now I build and test the
most sophisticated Sun systems every day. I am currently transitioning into a technical sales position
whereby I will consult Sun brokers and end users on which systems will fit their needs.
I am confident with the backing of the On-Line! Detective to recommend proper configurations and
connectivity solutions. I am 4 months old in this business. Thanks On-Line! Detective!
Greg Walters
Junior Technical Sales Representative
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